Zurich Intergroup WTF Hike #4
20 Sept. 2020

View from Planetweg on Uetliberg
WTF hikes are curated to combine beautiful outdoor hiking with fellowship among other recovering alcoholics.
Typically, +-12 hikers (family/friends always welcome) and take 3-5 hours depending on return route home.
Our newest hike, led by Marika, is maybe the most popular hike for locals and tourists. Uetliberg has multiple trails
from base to gipfel, so Marika will designate one for the group at the start. But if you prefer, take the train (S10) to
the Top-of-Zurich and walk to Annaburg picnic shelter where we’ll all enjoy a meeting and lunch together.
When:

Sunday - 20.09.2020 from 10:00 to +- 14:00 (meeting+lunch circa 12:00).

What:

WTF (Walking Through Fellowship) hike with open AA meeting and lunch on Uetliberg.
Option 1: Hike up (1.5 hours) with meeting/lunch at Annaburg picnic shelter.
Option 2: Ride the S10 train up (20 min from HB) and meet everyone at Annaburg.
Open AA meeting and lunch together at Annaburg (see photo below).
BYOL (bring your own lunch) – fire will be provided for grilling plants or animals.

Where:

Hikers meet at Albisgütli Tramstation (trams 10 /13) at 10:00 and hike together up the mountain.
Train riders meet circa 12:00 at Annaburg picnic shelter (15 min walk down from Uto Kulm).

Difficulty:

Moderately easy hike with groomed trails, 415 m. elevation gain/descent.
No sweat option when taking Uetliberg-Bahn (S10) and walk down to Annaburg picnic area.

Facilities:

Annaburg venue has public toilets, stone tables/seats, rain shelter and outdoor grill.

Weather:

Rain or Shine. There is no bad weather, just bring the right gear.

Photos & info

https://wegwandern.ch/listing/zuerich-albisgueetli-annaburg-uetliberg-balderen-leimbach-wollishofen-wanderung-wandern/

Cost: FREE - only cost is getting yourself to the start point and any food or drinks you wish to consume. Fire will be provided.

RSVP: text/WhatsApp: Marika +41 79 474 1540 or Joel +41 79 703 8003 to help us plan and send alert if any
last-minute changes are needed J - please spread the word at your meetings and see you soon!

